
20
Units With PAcing Guide

Revolutionary War
through the Cold
War

American history
bundle

 

 All units are in print and digital formats

special education



This bundle includes resources
created for students with
significant challenges (like
autism and ID).

This is a great way to expose all
students the same curriculum
their peers are following. 



Revolutionary War
The Declaration of Independence
The Constitution and the Bill of Rights
War of 1812
The Louisiana Purchase/Lewis & Clark
The Oregon Trail
Transcontinental Railroad
The Mexican-American War
Industrial Revolution Part 1
Industrial Revolution Part 2

This bundle covers:

Most units cover 3-4 weeks of instruction.
All units have
printable AND

digital
versions All units built using the extended learning standards from Ohio. 

Civil War
Reconstruction
Progressive Era
Prohibition
The Great Depression
World War I
World War II
California Gold Rush
The Civil Rights Movement
The Cold War



Detailed lesson plans
A book in PowerPoint and a movie version
Vocabulary activities
Circle maps
Sorting activities
Timelines
Close worksheets (fill-in-the-blank)
Vocabulary puzzles
Assessments (3 versions)

All the units are structured similarly so students become familiar with the type
of activities and can concentrate more on the content. Most units include:

The activities are differentiated
to allow more students to
participate in the same activity.  

Saves you time 
Fosters inclusion 

keep scrolling for all the details



 Every unit has lots
of different

activities and ways
for students to

practice that skill.



Lesson plan

 Every unit has a
detailed lesson plan
with suggestions, a

quick look, and a
daily step-by-step

guide. 



 Every unit has a
book with simple

text and engaging
photos.  It comes in
a PowerPoint and

an mp4 file. 

Book



Vocabulary



Each unit comes with a
circle map to visually

review the main facts
from the book.  These
come with an errorless

option and an option
with wrong answers

mixed in. 

circle maps



Some units have
sorting activities. 

 There are suggestions
for how to

differentiate these
quickly included.

sorting



timelines



Review sheets

All units include fill-in-
the-blank worksheets

to review concepts
covered in the book

and unit. 



Finally, each unit has
an assessment that is

available in 3
versions.  These are

given 1:1 and read
aloud to the student.

It also includes a
traditional multiple-

choice version
included

Assessment



All of these units include digital versions of the activities. 
 These simply require the student to click and drag the answers.  
There is no drawing or typing involved.

There are 2 complete sets of slides.  One set is differentiated
using color.

Make great independent learning centers.



The movie version
of the book from

the unit.



The digital
activities are click

and drag.

Use for more review.



Each unit comes
with a set of slides

that are
differentiated

with color.

Perfect for any learning level.



If you teach multiple grade levels, you have all you need in one place.

Having the same layout for each unit reduces students' anxiety and
allows them to focus on the content.

Aligned with most extended learning standards.

Saves you money

Saves you time.

Thanks for scrolling this far!!  Why you need this bundle:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Science-Curriculum-for-Special-Education-with-pacing-guide-MiddleHigh-School-8114893

